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ABSTRACT

This report covers in detail the solid state research work of the Solid
State Division at Lincoln Laboratory for the period 1 November 1986
through 31 January 1987. The topics covered are Solid State Device
Research, Quantum Electronics, Materials Research, Microelectron-
ics, and Analog Device Technology. Funding is provided primarily by
the Air Force, with additional support provided by the Army,
DARPA, Navy, SDIO, NASA, and DOE.
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INTRODUCTION

1. SOLID STATE DES I(E RESEARCH

I he spectrum of the output from an external-cavity laser containing live discrete diode lasers
operating a5 a coherent enemble has been show-n to correspond to a single mode of the cavity with

% \cr\ narro% linekidth. Both for CW operation and for pulsed operation above a low-level CW
baseline. the line"udth is within the 7.5-%IHz measurement resolution: for pulsed operation with no
(AV Output. the line~ idth is 9 NI H,.

..\n anaisis has been carried out for the ohmic heating in the p-type substrate of a mass-transported
Ga(iln.AsP lnP buried-heterostructure laser mounted junction-side up on a heatsink. A simple
analytical solution has been derived that is valuable for device design and diagnosis.

The electrical behavior of proton-irradiated semi-insulating InP:Fe has been studied as a function of
proton dose and bulk Fe concentration. Changes in resistivity with proton dose are attributed to the
production of' both deep -acceptor and deep-donor levels, with the former found to anneal out faster.

A p-type-substrate mass-transported diode laser with minimal parasitic capacitance has been
operated at a rate of 16 Gb s under large-signal modulation conditions. The light output of the laser
closely replicates the electrical drive signal synthesized by a special word generator constructed from
four comb generators.

2. QUANTUM ELECTRONICS

Transient tuning experiments have been initiated on a Ti:A120 3 laser with a LiNbO3 intracavitv
electro-optic tuner. Quasi-continuous tuning over 20 nm has been achieved with a 0.5-nm resolution.

An acousto-optic modulator has been used as a unidirectional element in dye and Ti:A120 3 ring
lasers. The modulator has very low insertion loss in the laser cavity, can be used to operate the ring
in either direction, and because of the unidirectional operation, eliminates spatial hole-burning in the
gain medium.

A mode-locked Ti:A120 3 laser has generated 150-ps laser pulses. A Lyot filter and etalon in the ring
laser cavity result in transform-limited laser pulses with an average power of 70 mW.

A Q-switched 1.32 Mm Nd:YAG laser has been injection-locked using the tunable output of a
GalnAsP diode laser. Approximately I to 10 nW of diode laser radiation was found adequate to
injection-lock a l-W average power Nd:YAG laser.

Generation of the second harmonic of Nd:YAG laser radiation has been achieved with efficiencies
greater than 50 percent by using LilO 3, and an average power of more than 5 W of 532-nm radiation
has been obtained.

3. MATERIALS RESEARCH

A new system with better temperature control has been constructed for 7one-melting recrystallization
of Si-on-insulator films. Use of this system permits reproducible preparation of uniformly

Xi
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recrvstallized 4-in-diami. films and has also led to a significant impro ement in the qualitN of filins

less than 0.5 4m thick.

A one-dimensional diffusion model has been developed for calculating the disperion of reactant

gases along the length of a vertical reactor tube used for organometallic vapor-phase cpitax .
According to this model, which is consistent with the results of tracer gas experiments, interlace

widths on the order of a few monolavers can be obtained in GaAs AlGaAs heterostructures grown

at the rate of 10 A s in a reactor operating at a pressure of 0. 1 atm.

4. MICROELECTRONICS

Laser-direct-written tungsten lines have been added as open stubs to existing microstrip lines on

GiaAs substrates. These tungsten lines can provide fast, versatile. and damage-free tuning of GaAs
monolithic microAave integrated circuits without the incorporation of any other prefabricated
tuning structures.

.A prototype permeable base transistor (PBT) amplifier achieved II dB of stable gain at 40.5 GHz.

The circuit design was facilitated by the moderate impedance levels and highly unilateral nature of

the PBT.

A sample-and-hold circuit has been fabricated using a PBT device as the switch. -his circuit has

been used to successfully sample a 5-GHz waveform.

Submicrometer-size features have been etched in silicon by adding 02 to SF 6 in a reactive ion

etching mode. High etch rates of 60 nm'min, aspect ratios greater than 6:1. and high selectivity to

SiO" hake been achieved without detrimental sidewall polymerization.

5. ANALOG DEVICE TECHNOLOGY

An inmestigation has been made of the use of MNOS capacitors as nonvolatile analog memory

elements in associative neural-network circuits. Experiments have shown that such capacitors can

accumulate successive samples of analog information in an incremental mode. with the accumulation

follo,,ing a relatively simple linear law.

l.aser photochemical processing of Cr-Cr2 0 3 films has been developed for the amplitude trimming of

SAW deices. Conductive (2-MQ 0 dc surface resistivity) and highly acoustically attenuating

(0.4 dB per acoustic wavelength ) cermet films, when subjected to focused 488-nm laser radiation in a

lo,,-pressure () ambient, have been rendered insulating (>100 Mfl E-) and non-attenuating

(0.01 dB A) with minimal change in phase characteristics.

Oscillators operating at I (MHz have been built using holographic bulk-acoustic-wave reflection-

grating resonators as the stabilization element and exhibit phase noise of 125 dBc Hz at 10 kHz

from the carrier. A model has been deeloped which gives good agreement with these measurements

and predict, that this phase noise can be reduced to 170 dBc Hz at I (iHi and 130 d Bc Hi at
,.-..0 I( H/
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1. SOLID STATE DEVICE RESEARCH

1.1 HIGH-SPECTRAL-PURITY CW AND PULSED OUTPUT FROM

AN ENSEMBLE OF DISCRETE DIODE LASERS

Recently, five diode lasers with antireflection-coated end facets were controlled to operate as a
coherent ensemble by a spatial filter within a common external cavity.1 Here we report the
results of experiments showing that high-spectral-output purity can be achieved from this ensem-
ble in both CW and pulsed operation. Figure 1-1 shows the experimental arrangement including
the five antireflection-coated GaAIAs, channel-substrate-planar (CSP) diode lasers at one end of
the cavity structure. The collimated light from the elements, whose center-to-center spacing d is
1.98 cm, is incident upon a primary lens, whose focal length F is 25 cm. The light is then
focused down to the focal plane of the lens where the spatial filter element is situated. After
passing through the filter, which consists of a series of 3.1-Mm slits whose center-to-center spacing
D is 10.47 Am, the light is recollimated by a second lens and incident upon the partially reflect-
ing end mirror. The reflected light then makes the round-trip through the cavity. For equal
power from each gain element and for radiation of wavelength X = D(d/F), calculations predict a
single-pass maximum transmission of 92 percent through the filter because the subsidiary maxima
between the large peaks in the Fourier transform are blocked by the opaque stripes of the filter.

F F F F

COLLIMATING LENS
LENSES ,LENS

1 1-,1
2 I'' "2 OUTPUT

3 Or II 111*
4 CE3
5 00

N SPATIAL SEMITRANSPARENTP" AR-COATEDA O FILTER MIRROR
DIODE LASERS

Figure I-I. Sthematic of multiple-element external-cavity arrangement showing placement

denof five .4 R-coated diode lasers, associated collimating optics. two lenses, spatial filter, and I;r ~end mirror,4 As indicated, elements are separated by -focal length of lenses so light undergoes a ",

Fourier transform four times during one round-trip through cavit.r.
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With no spatial filter in the cavity, each of the five elements operates independently as an
external-cavity laser. The operating wavelengths of the individual lasers used in the experiments
in this report are separated by more than 60 A (see Reference 1). With the spatial filter in place,
output was measured on a 7.5-MHz (2.7 X 10-4 A) resolution Tropel Model 240 Fabry-Perot
scanning spectrum analyzer with 1.5-GHz (5.4 X 10-2 A) free spectral range. Figure 1-2 is an oscil-
loscope display of the output from this instrument scanning one complete free spectral range. The
top trace indicates the output is in a single spectral mode. As shown in the expanded scale of the
lower trace, the linewidth is within the 7.5-MHz instrument resolution.

.,The external-cavity laser also has been operated in the pulse mode with output linewidths on
K, the order of the 7.5-MHz instrument resolution. To achieve this high-spectral purity in a pulse

mode, three alternate gain elements (1, 3, and 5 in Figure 1-1) are operated CW and the two
intermediate elements are pulsed. For a coherent ensemble of only three alternate gain elements,
the spacing between the major intensity maxima in the Fourier filter plane is decreased by a fac-
tor of two relative to the spacing with all five elements operating coherently. As a result, the las-
ing threshold for the three-element ensemble is much higher because significant radiation hits the
opaque areas of the filter. A calculation of the single-pass filter transmission for this case yields a
value of 0.48 as compared with the transmission of 0.92 when all five elements are running, as
described above.

{- W

%m

Figure 1-2. Fahry-Perot scanning-spectrum-analyzer trace of output from multiple-element
external-cavity system with spatial filter in place. Top trace covers one free spectral range sho wing
that there are no other spectral lines. Lower trace on expanded scale shows linewidth limited by

7.5-.MHz instrument resolution.
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The spectral output of the ensemble when operated with current pulses applied to elements 2
and 4, and CW excitation to the other three, was measured for two different cases. First, the dc
biases on the two pulsed elements were set so the laser ensemble was just above threshold when
the pulse was off. In this case, the spectrum for the pulse output remains at the value set by the
low-level CW output of the external cavity and the resulting spectrum, shown in Figure 1-3(a), is
a single-spectral mode. Note that in interpreting Figure 1-3(a), the time for one Fabry-Perot scan

" is much longer than the pulse repetition time, and the envelope of the pulses indicates the line-
width. The linewidth in this case is within the 7.5-MHz instrument resolution. It should be
pointed out that if any of the five external-cavity lasers operating independently without the spa-
tial filter are pulsed from below threshold, there is a I-A (-40-GHz) output-frequency shift
(chirp) during the pulse, and there is still a chirp larger than 1.5 GHz if all five elements of the
coherent ensemble with the spatial filter are pulsed simultaneously from above the ensemble
threshold.

For the second case, the dc biases on the two pulsed elements were reduced to a point where
the ensemble was well below threshold with the pulse off. The spectrum for this case is again a
single spectral mode, shown in Figure 1-3(b), with an apparent linewidth of 9 MHz. Again, for
the results shown in Figure 1-3(b), the time for one Fabry-Perot scan is much longer than the
pulse repetition time. In this case there is no Fabry-Perot output when the pulse is off.

The narrow linewidth pulses can be explained by a compensation effect. Refractive index and
gain in pulsed elements 2 and 4 change because of increased temperatures and carriers caused by
the increased current. In the other three elements, however, changes occur in the opposite direc-
tion because of decreased temperatures and carriers caused by the increase in coherently emitted
power output and the simultaneous decrease in carrier lifetime. Since the measured linewidths of
all the spectra shown in this report are less than or close to the specification of the instrument
resolution, the actual linewidths cannot be quantified accurately.

K.K. Anderson
R.H. Rediker
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Figure 1-3. Specira of pulse output lor external caviti as measured using Fabry- Perot
scanning-interferomneter spectriom analvz'r. Alternate gain elements (1. 3. and 5)operated C H4. Two intermediate gain elements pulsed' fom C(14' hias. (a) Pulse operationwhen bias is set so external-caviti laser is just ahove threshold CWV. (h) Pulse operationwhen bias is set so laser ensemble is well helow threshold C W. Envelope of pulses

- indicates linewidth (oulse rate .aster than FahrJ-Perot scan).
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1.2 OHMIC HEATING IN P-SUBSTRATE BURIED-HETEROSTRUCTURE
LASERS - AN ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

o.'- One of the potential advantages of the recently developed p-substrate GaInAsP InP buried-
heterostructure (BH) lasers is better heatsinking when the device is mounted junction-side up on
a heatsink. This is because the two dominant resistive heat sources, the p-type contact and the
p-lnP. are closer to the heatsink and will cause less temperature rise at the active region. For a
more quantitative assessment, we have carried out an analysis of the ohmic heating in the p-InP
substrate and have obtained a simple analytical solution.

Figure 1-4 shows schematic cross-sectional views of a mass-transported BH laser (a), together
%k ith the substrate current and voltage distributions (b) derived in our previous report. 2 The
ohmic heat generated by the current flow in the p-substrate can be analyzed accurately using
these distributions. To obtain a simple solution for the resulting temperature rise in the laser
actie region. we assume that the heat flow follows the same boundary conditions as the electri-
cal current, i.e., the p-contact and the active region are both isotherms and no heat flows across
the sidewalls. Note that this assumption is a good approximation for the present device mounted
junction-side up on a heatsink.

It can then be shown that the heat flow follows the same set of streamlines as the electric cur-
rent. This can be seen by dividing the substrate into many very small rectangular regions by
using equipotentials and streamlines of equal increments of voltage and current, respectively. All

'-Ij the small rectangular regions generate the same amount of ohmic heat and are similar in shape
(because V 2V = 0). The increments of temperature gradient across these small regions are there-
fore the same: hence (by using the assumed boundary conditions), the equipotentials should
become isotherms.

,.." T[o calculate the temperature profile along the streamlines, we consider ohmic heat generation

and its resulting flow in a long narrow region defined by a pair of streamlines near the v-axis
(vertical axis of the device in Figure 1-4) as shown in Figure 1-5. -The small width of the region
Au(0,v) is a function of v and is conveniently denoted as Au(0,0) = 2- at the origin (middle of
the active region). Because V2 q)(u,v) = 0, we have from the divergence theorem

Au 2v) = - (0,0) (O.v) (1-i)ava

(The potential function +,(u,v) is the same as that defined previously 2 and is closely related to the
voltage distribution. i.e., V(u,) = (pl ,rL) (P(u,v) + constant, where p, 1, and L are the resistivity,
current, and deutce length, respectively.)

I he ohmic heat AP generated per unit time in this region between v 0 and v v is given by

AI= Al [V0.\) V(0,0)] (1-2)

Z 5
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f iguire 1-5. Pun strearn of heat flowi used in calculation of temperature T(v,O)
alIouPg v -axis (fFgre 1-4). Line segmient from u W Wto u = W represents
laser active region.

*where -1l J(0.0)2(-L is the electrical current flowing in the region, with J(0,0) being the current
* density at the origin. By using the definition of (P it can easily be shown that

I M)F
J(0.0) -(0,0)

TrL av

and

V(0,v) - V(O,0) = I(D(0,V)
irL_

*Therefore Equation (1-2) can be written as

_I p c p12 (D(0,v) a-1(0,0) (1l-2a)

At v = v, the power AP flows through the cross-sectional area AA =-Au(0,v)L via a tempera-
aT

ture gradient -(0,v) and is described by the heat-conduction equation

cIT A ZP
-K -- = - (1-3)

where K is the thermal conductivity of lnP. By using Equation (1-2a) for AP and Equation (1-1)

for Au(0.v), we have

K -(0, V) (F(0,'v) (0, V) (1-3a)d v 71 2 L2  d
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T hen, integration along the v-axis yields

T(0,0) - T(0,v) - p2 [4(0,v)] 2  (-4)
27r 2KL 2

with 4D(0,v) = sinh-l[sinh(rrv 2s): sin(7rWi2s)] as obtained previously, 2 where 2s is the sidewall
spacing, 2W is the active region width, and v is the substrate thickness. Equation (1-4) permits a
direct calculation of the temperature profile.

It should be noted that Equation (1-4) is true also for u 0. This can be seen readily by ver-
fying that

p12- T(u,v) =- T(0,0) - pI [4(u,v)]2  (l-4a)
27r2KL2

satisfies the two-dimensional heat-conduction equation

-KV 2T(u,v) = [VV(u,v)] 2 /p . (1-5)

(Note that the right-hand side of Equation (1-5) is the product of the electric field (E -VV) and
the current density (J -VV/p), and is the ohmic heat generated per unit time per unit volume.)
The verification can be done easily by using the differentiation formulas and V24 = 0 to show
that V2 4)2 = 2(VF) 2 .

. By using the previously obtained substrate spreading resistance, R = p4(0,v)/ 7rL, Equa-
tion (1-4) can be written as

AT= RI 2 RT/ 2  (I-4b)

where AT =--T(0,0) - T(0,v) is the temperature rise at the active region (vs the heatsink) and
RT - 4(0,v)/rKL is the thermal resistance for heat generated at the active region, as obtained

A previously. Since RI 2 is the total ohmic heat generated per unit time by the entire substrate,
RT/ 2 can be interpreted as the thermal resistance for the ohmic heating in the substrate, which is
exactly half the thermal resistance for heat generated in the active region.

The solid curves in Figure 1-6 show calculated ohmic heating as a function of operating cur-
rent for p = 1.5 X 1018 cm-3, Jtp = 75 cm 2/V s and four different device lengths. The temperature
rise shows a quadratic dependence on the current which is characteristic of ohmic heating. There
is also a strong (inverse quadratic) dependence on the device length, because the electrical and
thermal resistances are both inversely proportional to the device length. Note that the tempera-
ture rise stays below 5C for devices longer than 250 jim operated below 150 mA.

Although the present analysis has been made for the mass-transported BH lasers, it is
expected to serve as a good approximation for other types of p-substrate BH lasers also. This
is because the diffe-.nces in the device geometry occur near the active region which is much
smaller than the substrate.

Z. L. Liau
J. N. Walpole
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1.3 PROTON IRRADIATION AND ANNEALING OF Fe-DOPED
SEMI-INSULATING InP

For optimally chosen doses, proton bombardment of p-type lnP can result in high-resistivity
surface layers; however, only moderate increases in the resistivity of n-type material3 .4 are possi-
ble. For high proton doses, the resistivity of both p- and n-type material approaches the same
value, about 103 fl-cm (n-type). This type conversion is attributed generally to radiation-induced
defects which act to pin the Fermi level at about 0.3 eV below the InP conduction band edge. 3

For many device applications, change in the resistivity of the semi-insulating InP substrate due to
damage effects is also important. Bulk semi-insulating InP is usually grown by adding Fe, a deep
acceptor with an energy level located near the center of the band gap, 5 to the melt during crystal
growth. In this report we present results on radiation-induced resistivity variations of Fe-doped
semi-insulating InP as a function of proton dose and bulk Fe concentration. The annealing
behavior of high-dose-induced defects is examined also.

Fe-doped InP crystals with Fe concentrations ranging from 9 X 1015 to 2 X 1017 cm-3 were
investigated in these experiments. Samples from each crystal were bombarded with 100-keV H'
up to a total accumulated dose of 4.4 X 1015 cm-2. Hall measurements using the Van der Pauw
technique were performed after each bombardment to determine the sheet resistivity, carrier
concentration, and mobility. In addition, several samples were annealed at temperatures up to
750'C in order to determine the temperature stability of the defects produced by the proton
bombardment.

*The InP:Fe sample with an Fe concentration of 9 X 1015 cm-3 was not semi-insulating prior to
bombardment and had a bulk resistivity and electron concentration of about 0.65 fl-cm and
1.3 X 1016 cm-3, respectively. Samples with Fe concentrations 3 X 1016 cm-3 and above were
semi-insulating prior to bombardment and, as shown in Figure 1-7, did not begin to exhibit mea-
sured sheet conduction until they had received an accumulated proton dose >3 X 1013 cm-2 . The
average resistivity p in the bombarded layer was obtained from the sheet resistivity ps by assum-
ing that the damaged layer for 10O-keV H' in InP is l.0-,um thick. Between proton doses of
4.4 X 1013 and 4.4 X 1014 cm -2, the resistivity in all samples varied by less than an order of mag-
nitude, and in general exhibited a broad local minimum. The minimum was more pronounced in
crystals with the lower Fe concentrations. For doses above 4.4 X 1014 cm -2, the sheet resistivity
on all samples again decreased rapidly with increasing dose. For accumulated doses of less than
I X 1014 cm - 2, our measurements are in reasonable agreement with those of Thompson et aL.4 and
Yuba et al.6 No previous work, however, has been reported at the higher-dose levels.

From our results, it appears that below about 4 X 1013 H+/cm2, the electrical characteristics of
the bombarded layers are still dominated by the deep acceptor Fe levels. Above 4 X 1013

H+/cm 2, they become dominated by the defects produced by the proton bombardment. The resis-
tivity is fairly constant for doses between 4 X 1013 and 4 X 1014 cm-2 . This is most likely because
of the pinning of the Fermi level in the upper half of the band gap, - 0.25 eV from the conduc-
tion band, by defect levels produced by the bombardment. Yuba et al.6 have identified a defect
level at 0.19 eV below the conduction band. To pin the Fermi level over a range of damage,
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however, requires the production of both donor and acceptor levels. The necessity of having both
donors and acceptors can also be deduced from the fact that proton bombardment pins the
Fermi level on both n- and p-type starting material at about the same point 3 as in the Fe-doped
crystals. In the dose range of fairly constant resistivity, increases in resistivity occur because of a
decrease in electron mobility and a small decrease in carrier concentration. This decrease is due
to either an increase in the net production of acceptor levels to donor levels or the production of
a new acceptor level with increasing dose. For doses greater than 4 X 1014 cm-2, hopping conduc-
tion through the deep levels could be responsible for the decrease in resistivity with dose. It may
be possible to verify this by measuring the frequency dependence of the resistivity in this dose
range.

To gain further insight into the defect production mechanism under high-dose proton irradia-
tion, annealing studies were performed on several Fe-doped lnP wafers implanted with 3 X 104-

and 3 X 1015-cm-2 100-keV protons. Samples cut from these wafers were annealed up to tempera-
tures of 7500C, with or without phosphosilicate glass (PSG) encapsulation, for 30 min in flowing
N,. As shown in Figure 1-8, the resistivity of high-dose proton-irradiated samples annealed at
250'C decreases by two orders of magnitude compared with that of the unannealed irradiated
sample. This effect is much more drastic than the slight decrease of sheet resistivity reported for
I X 1014-cm-2 proton irradiation under similar anneal conditions. 6 As determined from the Hall
measurements. this observed decrease in resistivity is due primarily to an increase in electron
conduction, which indicates that the deep acceptors produced by the proton irradiation may
anneal out faster than the deep donors. For anneal temperatures >250'C, the sheet resistivity

,- increases monotonically with temperature until 450'C, where the Fe-doped bombarded layer is
again semi-insulating. When a PSG encapsulant is used during the anneal, the samples remain
semi-insulating up to 7500C, the highest anneal temperature used. This confirms that the degra-

-. r;dation in resistivity observed by Yuba et al.6 for anneals >400'C is due to the loss of P. The
increase in resistivity observed between 2500 and 4500C in these high-dose bombarded layers cor-

responds to the removal of the 0.19-eV level observed by Yuba et al.6 on low-dose bombarded
samples at similar anneal temperatures.

J.D. Woodhouse
J.P. Donnelly
G.W. Iseler
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1.4 16-Gb/s LARGE-SIGNAL DIGITAL MODULATION OF DIODE LASERS

The modulation of diode lasers under nonsinusoidal large-signal conditions cannot be inferredfrom the small-signal characteristics. Calculations by Tucker 7 suggest that lasers can operate at
data rates equal to their bandwidth; however, the analysis did not include arbitrary bit sequences.
Previous large-signal modulation experiments have been performed with external modulation at
8 Gb s (Reference 8), direct modulation at 8 Gb/s (Reference 9), and near-sinusoidal drive at 16
Gb s (Reference 10). We report here large-signal modulation of p-type substrate 1.3-ym GalnAsP
diode lasers at a rate of 16 Gb/s with several different bit sequences.

A special digital word generator shown in Figure 1-9 was constructed to produce a limited set
-of 16-Gb s word sequences. The generator is driven by a 2-GHz frequency-synthesized source and

a 2-W TWT amplifier, protected with a microwave isolator. The signal from the isolator is split
into four lines, each with a separate 2-GHz comb generator and a different amount of delay. The
delay lines are staggered by 125 ps (two bit spacings at 16 Gb/s) in order to produce four
equally spaced pulses when recombined. Before recombining the four pulses, the dc component of
each comb generator is removed and the pulses are routed through microwave switches which
can introduce an additional delay of 62.5 ps (one bit spacing at 16 Gb s). The pulses are com-

0 bined in a broadband 2- to 18-GHz combiner. The switches allow different word patterns to be

OUTER
DELAY dc
LINES BLOCKS

2 GHz

TWT VARIABLE

ISOLATORWT

T
E TO

LASER

* 2-GHz SWITCHABLE TO" TO
COMB 62 5-psSAMPLINGGENERATORS DELAY OSCILLOSCOP

OSCILLOSCOPE o

%. gkiurtr 1-9. ,(henatic of 16-Gh/s digital wt ord generator. i'tord, are it ni/t':ed ht wnhinink,
"appr'/rIateII delayed pul.es from fiur (omh generatorv.
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generated, but since the pulse sequence repeats e~erv 500 ps. only four unique word patterns can

be enerated. [he leel of the output can be adjusted by variable attenuators in steps of I dB
oer a range of 0 to 99 dB. The output can also be switched to a sampling oscilloscope to record

the electrical driNe to the laser. Compared with previous word generators8 -1t based on one or two

comb generators, that shown in Figure 1-9 is capable of higher output levels and a wider variety

ot word patterns.

The word generator was connected to the laser through a 0.1- to 18-GHz bias network and a

short length of cable. The dc bias current of the laser was set at 80 mA, at which bias the small-

signal -3-dB modulation frequency of the laser was 16 GHz (Reference 1I). The laser output was

detected by a 22-GHz PIN detector + and an 18-GH7 sampling oscilloscope. The laser response to

three of the four possible word patterns is shown in the upper part of the oscilloscope photo-
graphs in Figure 1-10. The electrical drive traces shown in the lower part of the photographs
have been aligned with the detected laser output to compensate for the difference in delay
between the optical and electrical paths. For the 11001100 sequence seen in Figure 1-10(a). the

laser reproduces the electrical drive reasonably well. The 10101100 sequence is reproduced rea-
sonablv well also, as shown in Figure 1-10(b). The 00101101 sequence shown in Figure

- 1-10(c) shows a slight amount of degradation in the 00 portion of the sequence. The low level is

somewhat rounded and suggests some pattern dependence for 00 preceded by 01, as shown in

Figure 1-10(c). compared with 00 preceded by i, as shown in Figures 1-10(a) and (b). Ihe
fourth distinct word pattern, a series of equally spaced pulses, is not shown but is reproduced

faithfully by the laser.41

I he results shown in Figure 1-10 were obtained with a calculated peak ac-electrical-drive cur-
rent to the laser of 35 mA. Decreasing the electrical-drive current decreased the amplitude of the

detected signal but did not alter markedly the shape of the waveform. In all cases, the laser fol-

Imed the electrical drive with only a slight amount of pattern dependence. These p-type-substrate
mass-transported lasers can transmit high-quality digital optical signals at rates of 16 Gb s and
should pro.e useful for future high-speed systems.

D.Z. [sang
Z.L. L.iau

We %ouuld like to thank U.A Burrus and .IF. Bo\crs ot AI& Bell Laboratories for the
detector used in this study.
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2. QUANTUM ELECTRONICS

2.1 STUDIES OF TRANSIENT EFFECTS IN "li:AI0 3 LASER TUNING

•he pre 1ously describedI electro-optically tuned Ti:Ah,03 laser has been investigated further.
I lhe current version of the cavity is shorwn schematically in Figure 2-1. The tuning voltage is ap-
plied across the thickness of the LiNbO3 crystal, in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the

fiigure. Because of the prisms' dispersive action, the output beam translates slightl, as the laser is
4 tuned, transient tuning phenomena then can be investigated simply by directing the laser beam
4-, onto a position-sensitive photodetector. Initial experiments have been performed with just a
4 single-element lateral-eftect photodiode.2 Figure 2-2(a) shows the tuning response to a triangular-

xxaxe drixing voltage when only the 1.iNbO 3 crystal. operated in its lowest tuning order (one
xxaxe retardation). is present in arm "a" of the cavity. Tuning occurs in discrete jumps of approx-
imatelx 4.8 nm. [his behavior, initially not understood, has been shown to be related to the bire-
frinence of the laser crystal. Ideally, the optic axis should be perpendicular to the laser beam
direction of propagation and in the plane of polarization determined by the Brewster-cut prism
and crystal faces (Figure 2-I). Even a small tilt of the optic axis out of this plane. however, wxill

cenerate an appreciable modulation transmission through the crystal as the latter will behave as a
retardation plate between polarizers. The preferred lasing wavelengths will be determined by the
condition that the single-pass retardation through the laser crystal be an integer number M, of
,% a' elenyt hs

AnI. c = MCA

.xhere An is the Ti:Al20 birefringence and Kc the crystal length. The above condition corre-
-ponds to .kavelength steps Ak = A2 I_,An. in precise agreement with the data of Figure 2-2(a).

Io achieve the required stepless tuning, better tuner selectivity is needed corresponding to
operation of the tuner crystal on a higher retardation order. This can be achieved by using
higher voltages or by "biasing" the LiNbO3 crystal with a cascaded, naturally birefringent plate.
making a 45- angle \kith the plane of the figure. If 4), = 6nl, is the electro-optic retardation in
the l.iNbO* crystal and (Ph = AnT the bias retardation in the sapphire plate (for one pass). the
lasing wavelength selected by the tuner is

A = (2(t e + 24)b) M

,Ahere M is the total retardation order. The relative bandwidth of each tuning order. AA A. Is

proportional to I M: a sufficiently thick bias plate, therefore, should allow continuous tuning.
I hi, is shown in Figure 2-2(b), where a I-mm-thick sapphire plate was used. The residual steps
in the tuning transient are probably related to the sapphire bias plate acting as an etalon.

(urrent work is aimed at determining the minimum tuner retardation that \kill be required
tor sinle caxit,, mode selection, as well as the number of tuner stages necessary for continuous
tunLng through the li:A10 3 gain bandwidth.

V. l)ancu
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DRIVE(a
VOLTAGE(a
50 V div TUNER

RETARDATION:
i A

WAVELENGTH
4 nm div

% 200 ps div

DRIVE (b)
VOLTAGE
500 V div TUNER

RETARDATION:
12A

WAVE LENGTH
4 nm div

Fig'ure 2-2. Tuning response to a triangular-wiave drive v'oltage: (a) only LiNhO3 crYstal in cavity;
(h) LhO 3  crystal and optical bias p/ate in cavit.
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2.2 ACOUSTO-OPTIC MODULATOR AS A UNIDIRECTIONAL DEVICE
IN A RING LASER

The acousto-optic modulator has been used to force unidirectional operation of a ring dye
laser and a ring Ti:Al10 3 laser. Three different acousto-optic modulators have been used: an
antireflection-coated barium-titanate traveling-wave modulator (AOM I), a Brewster-angle quartz
traveling-wave modulator (AOM2), and a Brewster-angle quartz standing-wave modulator
(AOM3). For AOMI, the acousto-optic diffraction is in the plane of the ring; for AOM2 and
AOM3, diffraction is perpendicular to the plane f the ring. AOMI was used in a dye laser;
AOM2 and AOM3 were used in the Ti:AI 20 3 laser. Unidirectional operation has been achieved
using RF modulation frequencies between 12 and 125 MHz. For AOM2, very low insertion loss
was observed with a laser threshold increase of only 5 percent. One of the ring-laser cavity con-
figurations is shown in Figure 2-3.

Unidirectional operation is obtained as follows: The acousto-optic crystal is placed in the
ring cavity and the laser realigned to achieve lasing. After RF power is applied, typically <3 W,
the acousto-optic modulator angle is adjusted to produce unidirectional operation. The most effi-
cient and stable operation of the laser is achieved when the acousto-optic modulator is placed

* near the Bragg angle. Adjustment of the intracavity elements can be used to cause the laser to
switch lasing direction. Specifically, the lasing direction can be switched electronically by chang-
ing the frequency applied to the acousto-optic modulator. The acousto-optic modulator has been
used as a unidirectional device (1) in a laser with very little wavelength selectivity (only the out-

- . put mirror), (2) in a single-frequency laser, and (3) in a mode-locked laser.

TRANSLATING"- .:- MIRROR LO
:_ . FILTER

".' d'-AOM2

- A,/, OUTPUT
. :/ETALON COUPLER

O,.,

,,',Ti:AI;2O 3

" ' = ' A r " L A S E R

I" "Figure 2-3. Cavityi used for ohtaininig single-frequ~ency- and mnode-locked operation
L" a'o', . .-

, of a unidirectional ring Ti.AI 2 03 laser. Single-frequency operation is obtained with
* no voltage applied to AOM3 and 12 to 50 MHz applied to A,0M2. Mode-locked

operation is obtained by applying 120 MtIl to A 0 413 in addition.
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t hat po1 0%ideS a Li~ntitati, measur-e Of- idirectionalitv Is the intensit\ ratio

- Lii pa~it ticlase! dii[eel ii> \When tile lcoliStO-Opt ic modulat or is used in a
I N ,\o;, noi optical elemlents in thle Limef caxity. a ratio of 2000:1 Is ohser~ed. IhIII,
-. ~I I'.plal achtiS ( ic(tki \Isth di external rei rtl ect.LL .3

I .'. t tL Ia uaue aini d iterence: In thle twAo directions requl res i-L least one, and
* .2.)'n:2\ ~nrdirpsthrOLlIth thle ring. -he experiment inv-olves blocking the diffracted

i,I t-0ptIC rinod Ulator And L hservinL, a transition from unidirectional to bid iree-

'.21.I ~2tIreII,: I hie hlockine o. -fhe dii fraeted beam is accomplished by gradually lo\,er-
nc ~ ~~1% a1 di I cc tIV aidli lse beam. I he location of' the unidirectional to bidirectional transi-

'1011 C'i i hc kicterinid %kit hi n 0. I m h osto fti transition is independent of the

dice a ;ii t he aXe kcva~c in the unidirectional ring laser. This experiment was carried out
!n ai.e1!I"1. "t the knlile edue in thle laser cavity and indicates that the diffracted beam

iie! 1 II onc aounId the laser aIt%.

it*, !hc tire Iu asr is, operated uni11directionall\ under lowA R F driving power into the miodu-

!'(A. th dtracted radiation does niot necessarily show uIPinteopu beam and there is no
h~e e irkea~eIn the laser threshold. If thle applied R F power is increased sufficiently, the

* a'e: t Lii k1 Q 1iiLI iss and at diffrlaction peak can be observed on one side of' thle laser beam, as
IIkI Mi [cIure 2-4. 1 hie diffraction peak is niot the sharp single peakobevdfmanxtrl

~ * ac~iitLLi~pIc mod ulatOr. [ he diffuse peak probably consists of the overlap of many beams aris-
II- lii ii inuiltiple paisses through the ring cavity. Indeed, careful observations showv an interfer-

ciicc amtern spacins (of -2 mmn) in the diffracted beam arising from multiple passes of the first-
order djt traction peak. It is important to note that different orders of AOM2 cannot cause a sta-

iii hit terncc pattern because each order is at at different frequency. For instance, an Inter-
IteiC1ne Ixittern het~keen the laser beam and the first-order diffraction peak would be washed out
InII tI 11M, Iero of1 SO L111 nor an acouIstic frequency of 20 MIHz.

(alulaiois 1theoptca pah f te Irs-re diffracted beam in the ring-laser cavity

sIio%% that it does niot tra\ erse the same path in each round-trip. The location of' the diffracted
hean11 alter eChtl rou~nd-trip Is bounded by an am~ount directly related to the Bragg diffraction
A.iiic mtid scle Ilearl\ wthd acoustic frequency . A'lthough quantitative ag~reement betwezn the

r)b e ad CaciItted laser beam profiles Is not obtained, a linear relationship is observed
heenthle aicoustie I requeneY, and thle distance of the diffracted beam from thle laser beam.

lit Mochsi in. a aeosto-optie Modulator causes unidirectional lasing in a ring ca-vit\,. The
* iii lit or []I, sCer\ Ii i usertion loss, allows electronic switching of' laser direction. and does not

Uj)1 III( lie o irectU Inin the ringi. Thfe acousto-opt ic mod ulator has been used in uinid irec-
ILLr ic a e r ILI 1 t LI eqnenX nd n IdelokedopraIon The unidirectional out put is

LU secd h\ a ,ai ii (lilt crc nee In thle t ~ o rIng i directions arising front multiple passes of' tie d if-
a 11 ei iItriiilrte inclseCa% tt. We bceee an interfe rence of' the iff'raicted and laser

h( Xli ti iii i cii canm cause suIch at Lain diffterence.

A. Walther
In :o I 11ic'ul I iholartof%. R. IRuov
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Figure 2-4. Spatial profile of laser beam with and without an acousto-optic
modulator for acoustic frequencies of (a) 22.8 and (b) 48.1 MHz. A first-

* order diffraction peak is observed in wings of laser beam.
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2.3 MODE-LOCKED Ti:AI20 3 LASER

Mode-locked operation of the Ti:Al20 3 laser has been obtained. A Brewster-angle-cut
-i:A1,01 cr\stal is placed in a ring-laser cavity with a standing-wave acousto-optic modulator

- \ hich acts as the mode-locker. The ring-laser cavity includes a Lyot filter and etalon for wave-
leineth selection, and a second acousto-optic modulator to induce unidirectional laser operation
(see Section 2.2). The free spectral range of the ring cavity is adjusted (by changing the length of
the caxitv) to 240 .MIHi this free spectral range is selected because the mode-locker is designed to
operate at 120 MHz. A standing acoustic wave is set up in the mode-locker so that twice during
each cycle the standing-wave displacement is zero everywhere inside the crystal. When the dis-
placement is zero, the mode-locker transmits all the incident light; at all other times the mode-

* -locker diffracts part of the light, which quenches the laser. Consequently, very short light pulses
are generated A hen the mode-locker frequency is exactly half the inverse of the round-trip transit
time in the ring cavity 4 (-4 ns).

-The 150-ps laser-pulse duration from the Ti:AI10 3 mode-locked laser is observed using a
detector with 50-ps risetime. The amount of RF power applied to the mode-locker affects the
pulse duration. As little as 0.03 W causes mode-locked operation, with pulse durations of 700 ps.

*I lhe shortest laser pulses are achieved with 4-W RF power, although in this case heating the crys-
tal made mode-locked operation unstable. Stable operation with 300-ps pulses for 30 min could
be achieved with 1.5-W RF power. These measurements were taken with no frequency-dispersive

.. elements in the laser cavity.

With the etalon and lIvot filter in the ring cavity, the laser is single frequency with the
mode-locker off. When RF power is applied to the mode locker, pulses are obtained with a dura-
tion o1 500 ps. Vnder these conditions, the laser output is 70-mW average power and 500-mW
peak poker using 10-W CW argon-ion-laser pump power. As determined with a spectrum ana-
lvzer, there appear to be approximately 10 modes. This result implies that the product of the
laser-pulse duration and the frequency spread is at the transform limit. A trade-off between
number of laser modes and pulse duration was observed as the RF power to the mode-locker
%%a. varied, consistent with this conclusion.

P. A. Schulz
1). J. Sullivan

A. Sanchez
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2.4 INJECTION-LOCKING A 1.32-itm Nd:YAG LASER WITH A DIODE LASER

A Q-switched 1.32-pm Nd:YAG laser has been injection-locked using the tunable output of a
GalnAsP diode laser. Figure 2-5 shows a schematic of the Nd:YAG laser cavity and diode-laser
injection-locking configuration. The 1.32-pm GalnAsP diode laser 5 operated with a total output
power of 3 mW on three longitudinal modes separated by 1 nm. Since the interniode spacing of
the diode laser was greater than the 0.8-nm gain bandwidth of the 1.32-pm Nd:YAG laser, only
one mode of the diode laser fell within the gain region of the Nd:YAG laser. The Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser operated with an average power of I W, pulse repetition rate of 1 kHz, and pulse
width of 3 ps. By either current or temperature tuning the wavelength of the diode laser, the
wavelength of the Q-switched Nd:YAG laser could be tuned over a 0.1-nm range. Injection of the
diode-laser radiation into the Nd:YAG laser cavity resulted in a reduction in the linewidth of the
Nd:YAG laser from >8 to 1 GHz, while the average power of the Nd:YAG laser remained the

* same. The spectral power of the Nd:YAG laser increased by a factor of 10.

The dependence of the injection-locking process on the intensity and polarization of the
diode-laser radiation was investigated. It was found that diode-laser radiation, polarized either
parallel or perpendicular to the direction of polarization of the Nd:YAG laser radiation, was cap-

*able of producing injection-locking. While the injection-locking process favored diode radiation
V. polarized parallel to the Nd:YAG radiation, the arrangement of the apparatus allowed injection

- of much more diode radiation polarized perpendicular to the Nd:YAG radiation. Approximately
I- to 10-nW diode-laser radiation was found adequate for injection-locking the I-W Nd:YAG

-" ,laser. Previously, 6 we reported the Nd:YAG sum-frequency generation of sodium-resonance radia-
tion. This generation requires the frequency control of a Nd:YAG laser operating at 1.3189 /Am.

This control was accomplished by the angle tuning of an intracavity etalon. By injection-locking
with a diode laser, better frequency and linewidth control of the 1.3189-pm Nd:YAG laser may
be possible.

T. H. Jeys
D. K. Killinger
A. A. Brailove

9r. "'-
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1.32 lim GaInAsP
DIODE LASER

SFARADAY OPTICAL ISOLATOR

OUTPUT CUTOPI
COUPLER AOU-STOTC

POWR----&----

IBREWSTER Nd:YAG ROD MIRROR
WINDOW

SCANNING CONFOCAL
FABRY-PEROT

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

Figure 2-5. Injection-locking of a J.32-iMm Nd. YA G laser with a diode laser.
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2.5 GENERATION OF SECOND HARMONIC OF Nd:YAG LASER RADIATION

The study of second-harmonic generation (SHG) from the 1064-nm ouput radiation of a
long-pulse (-100-jAs) Nd:YAG laser using KTP has continued and has been expanded to con-
sider the use of LiO 3. The laser output pulse consists of a packet of mode-locked pulses
(100-ps FWHM) separated by 10 ns. (The mode-locked pulses provide the high peak power
necessary for efficient SHG.) The laser pulse could be varied in duration from 50 to 200 As. In
the following, the individual mode-locked pulses will be referred to as micropulses, while the
packet of micropulses will be referred to as the macropulse. All of the SHG experiments de-
scribed below used a macropulse length of -100 As. The temporal shape of the macropulse was

- not flat, a typical macropulse is shown in Figure 2-6. The power density values quoted below
represent the average value of the individual micropulses, which is a factor of 100 greater than
the average power density of the macropulse.

Previously, 7 we reported the achievement of -40-percent conversion efficiency using a
7.3-mm KTP crystal, type II phase matching, and a macropulse rate of 1 Hz. With a more
tightly focused incident beam, 50-percent efficiency was achieved at a power density of
-40 MW cm2. Surface damage was observed in this and other KTP crystals at input power den-

0 sities ranging from 35 to slightly over 50 MW/cm 2. Therefore, achievement of high-efficiency
SHG using KTP crystals at their present stage of development appears marginal. This has led to
an investigation of alternate materials.

Fteure 2-6. Temporal pulse shape of an -100- jis mnacrop u/se ('20 fls/drv)
fromn a Nd: YA G laser.
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Sl G experiments 7 using I-ps pulses from a Co:MgF 2 laser operating at 1650 nm showed
that the damage threshold of Lil0 was significantly greater than that of KTP under the same
conditions. This result indicated that efficient conversion of 1064 nm using kilO 3 might be possi-
ble, an expectation borne out by our experiments. For the Nd:YAG laser described above, effi-

' ciencies >50 percent Aere achieved for 11103 crystals 10, 15, and 25 mm in length. A plot of
SHG efficienc\ vs input power density for the 25-mm crystal is shown in Figure 2-7. The input
energy \as 1 .1 macropulse at a I-Hz rate. Efficiencies >50 percent were achieved over a wide
range of input power density. Up to -25 MW cm 2. the efficiency increases in a manner consis-

tent with depletion effects. As the power density is increased beyond -25 MW 'cm 2 , the efficiency
falls below the theoretical depletion curve, presumably because of partial reconversion of the
generated second harmonic back to the fundamental as a result of imperfect phase matching.

Thermal effects on SHG in LilO 3 were investigated by operating the Nd:YAG laser at a con-
stant 10-H rate, using a shutter to provide macropulses to the crystal at rates of 10, 5, 2.5, and

*!, 1.25 Hz. SHG efficiency vs input power density curves were measured at each of these rates. The
results for 1.25 and 10 Hz are shown in Figure 2-8. Within the accuracy of our experiment, we
see no effects of heating. This is due to the low optical absorption at 1064 and 532 nm, or the
small kalue of an -T. the change of index of refraction with temperature, or both. An upper
limit to the absorption was measured by means of a spectrophotometer and was found to be

<0.005 cm -1 at both 1064 and 532 nm. Nash et al.8 reported that the phase-matching angle at
--" 1084.5 nm changed by <0.30 from 20' to 2560C, indicating that Sn ST is extremely small. At the

10-Hz macropulse rate, an average power of >5 W was generated.

No damage occurred at the 1.25-, 2.5-, or 5-Hz macropulse rates up to an incident energy of
-170 MW cm 2 . LilO 3 was found to damage at the 10-Hz macropulse rate. The damage occurred

. at the exit face of both an uncoated crystal and a crystal antireflection coated for 1064 nm.

In summary. LiI03 has been found to be a promising material for use in high-efficiency dou-
bling of 100-ps-long packets of mode-locked pulses from Nd:YAG lasers. High damage thre-
sholds, as well as other properties of LilO 3 , allow efficiencies of >50 percent to be achieved.

Thermal effects appear to be negligible when operating at a 10-Hz macropulse rate, and average
powers of more than 5 W of 532-nm radiation have been generated. The use of KTP to provide
efficient frequency conversion of Nd:YAG radiation under conditions of a temporally long input
pulse (-100 ps) and high average power appears marginal at this time.

K. F. Wall
N. Menyuk

W. E. DeFeo
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Figure 2- 7. SHG efficiency vs incident power denil from a Nd:YA G laser
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3. MATERIALS RESEARCH

3.1 NEW SYSTEM FOR ZONE-MELTING RECRYSTALLIZATION

OF SO FILMS

For the past sexeral years we have prepared silicon-on-insulator (SOl) films in a systemt that
employs the graphite strip-heater technique for zone-melting recrystallization (ZMR). 2 Although
this system produces a good yield of device-quality material, it does not yield uniform films rou-
tinelv. and it cannot be used for processing wafers >3 in in diameter. To overcome these limita-
tions. we have constructed a new strip-heater system that incorporates many improved features
and, when suitably fixtured, will have the capability for processing 6-in wafers. This new system
has permitted the reproducible preparation of uniformly recrystallized 4-in films and also has led
to a significant improvement in the quality of films <0.5-pm thick. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 are pho-
tographs of the new system's exterior and interior, respectively.

In the ZMR process, a wafer consisting of an encapsulated polycrystalline Si film on a
SiO,-coated Si substrate first is heated to a base temperature of 1100' to 12001C by radiation
from a stationary graphite strip heater located below the wafer. The film then is recrystallized by
the passage of a molten Si zone produced by additional radiation from a narrow graphite strip
heater that is scanned over the wafer surface. Processing is performed under an Ar atmosphere in
a water-cooled, gas-tight chamber. The top cover of the chamber, which is opened for wafer
loading, has a large quartz window for observing the recrystallization process.

With the objective of routinely achieving uniform edge-to-edge recrystallization, we adopted
the following design goals for the new ZMR system: uniform base temperature over the entire
surface of the Si film: constant spacing between the upper strip heater and the wafer surface
throughout the heater scan: smooth motion of the liquid-solid interface for scan speeds from
25 pm s to 2.5 mm s, and the mechanical, chemical, and thermal stability required for run-to-run
reproducibility.

To obtain a uniform base temperature, the wafer is placed on an independently mounted
graphite platen rather than directly on the lower heater. The platen, which increases the thermal
mass and reduces the effect of radiation from the upper heater on the base temperature, has tan-
talum heat shields, an auxiliary tungsten-wire ring heater, and a series of nested graphite inserts
to minimize radial heat flow. The platen is mounted by means of machined quartz fixtures that

* provide thermally stable mounting with minimal conductive heat loss. Heat loss from the lower
heater to the chamber is reduced by using a series of graphite and tantalum heat shields at the

*i edges and bottom of the heater.

In order to maintain a fixed gap between the upper heater and the wafer surface, the upper
and lower heaters are preloaded using tantalum-tungsten alloy springs to accommodate thermal
expansion and prevent bowing of the heaters. The platen and upper heater can be positioned

* independently in order to provide the degrees of freedom necessary to keep the gap constant
4,'. during scanning.
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To insure that the solid-liquid interface moves smoothly during ZMR, the new system is
designed to minimize jitter in the motion of the upper heater and vibration arising from other
sources. The heater strip is clamped at each end to a quartz rod extending in the direction of
zone motion. The opposite ends of each quartz rod pass through openings in the chamber wall
and into flexible metal bellows that are sealed to the wall by means of flanged metal tubes. Thus,
there are two bellows on each side of the chamber. Each bellows is sealed at the far end by a
flanged metal plate, and the end of the quartz rod is clamped to this plate. Each pair of flanged
plates is mounted on a metal plate attached to a linear air-bearing slide. On one side of the
chamber this mounting plate is attached to a high-precision lead screw that is driven by a dc ser-
vomotor. By using the air-bearing slides and the bellows, which expand and contract with the
motion of the lead screw, this motion is transmitted smoothly to the two quartz rods and thus to
the upper heater, while the vacuum integrity of the chamber is maintained without the use of
sliding seals or rotary feedthroughs. Several features are incorporated in order to minimize vibra-
tion due to sources other than the heater motion: the chamber and drive mechanism are mounted
on an isolation table: the turbomolecular pumping system used to evacuate the chamber is
mounted directly below the chamber and vibrationally isolated by means of a damped bellows
assembly: cooling-water turbulence is reduced by using several parallel water lines with large-bend
radii for cooling the chamber and the large O-ring seals between the top cover and chamber
body and also between the top cover and quartz viewing window.

The ZMR chamber is basically an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber which provides a clean pro-
cessing environment and permits the use of commercially available components such as viewports,
electrical feedthroughs, and vacuum valves. For long-term stability of the system, all components
that are heated to about 5001C or higher during ZMR are fabricated of high-temperature mate-
rials, including quartz, boron nitride, alumina, graphite, tantalum, and tungsten. The only other
materials used in the chamber are copper and stainless steel, which are thermally shielded, water
cooled, or heatsunk to prevent them from being heated to excessive temperatures.

C.K. Chen
J.W. Caunt

3.2 DIFFUSION MODEL FOR ESTIMATING INTERFACE WIDTHS IN
HETEROSTRUCTURES GROWN IN A VERTICAL OMVPE REACTOR

The interface widths in heterostructures grown by organometallic vapor phase epitaxy
(OMVPE) are determined by the degree to which abrupt changes in the gas-phase composition
introduced at the reactor inlet become broadened by diffusive and convective dispersion. We
recently carried out tracer gas experiments to investigate these dispersive effects in a vertical
stagnation flow reactor. 3 Step changes in gaseous SF 6 concentration were introduced into a
stream of He carrier gas, and the SF 6 concentration just above the susceptor was measured as a
function of time for a range of carrier-gas flow rates Q and inlet-susceptor distances L. We found
that the response time decreases with increasing Q and decreasing L. In this report we present a
one-dimensional diffusion model, which is consistent with the tracer gas data, for predicting inter-
face widths in heterostructures grown in a vertical reactor.
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'The physical mechanisms that produce longitudinal dispersion in laminar flows have been
studied in detail. 4 When a step change in concentration is introduced at the inlet to a tube, as
the -gas traverses the tube this step, in general, will be deformed both by molecular diffusion and
by convective mixing caused by nonuniformities in the flow. In the ideal case of uniform flow
where the velocity v is constant throughout the tube, there is no convective mixing. The time

dependence of the concentration C(zt) then is given by

aC aC a2C
at az az2

where z is the axial coordinate and D is the molecular diffusion coefficient. By using the concen-
tration at the inlet as a reference concentration CO and the inlet-substrate distance as a length
scale I. Equation (3-1) may be expressed in terms of dimensionless variable as

ac* aC* a2c*
+ Pe -1 - (3-2)

DT az az2

%here C* =- C CO, T - t<v> L. Z -- z L, and the molecular Peclet number Pe - <v>l, D.
The Peclet number also can be expressed as Pe = (L2 D) (L <v>), the ratio of the diffusion
time to the average gas residence time.

The dispersion of a concentration gradient by molecular diffusion has been analyzed by
[)anckwerts, 4 who solved Equation (3-1) for a step change in concentration propagating in an
infinite region of fluid. In this case, the transformation z - <v>t - z reduces Equation (3-2) to
the one-dimensional diffusion equation, which is solved by a similarity transformation. For a
fluid being translated at a velocity <v>, the time dependence of the reduced concentration
C* at L is

C*(Lt) ( - erf P (3-3)

The steepness of the concentration change increases with increasing Pe because of the associated
decrease in the residence time of the gas.

In OMVPE growth, the concentration of a species incorporated in an epilayer generally is
proportional to the concentration of the corresponding reactant gas at the growth interface.
Therefore, the width of the interface between successive epilayers can be obtained from the time-
dependent concentration profile given by Equation (3-3), which can be written as

I 2C*(Lt*) = erf * (3-4)

where t* is the time at which C* at L equals a specified fraction x. and * is given by
I. t*<v>

(3-5)
2 Dt*
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" .4, Soling for t* gives

t* =- Pe + 2 *2 -24* ,/Pe + *,2 (3-6)
<v>Pe

Since the error function is symmetric, the time interval over which C* varies from x to (I x) is

4t*= >P / Pe +. (3-7)":' t* :<v>Pe

We define a transition width w as the distance over which C* exhibits this variation. For a con-

4,- stant growth rate Vg, w VgAt*. From Equation (3-7)

w 4* Pe + C*2  (3-8)

L RPe

%where R = <v> V For a fixed gas flow rate and constant Pe, Equation (3-8) implies that arbi-
,-?, trarilY small values of w L are obtained only by decreasing the growth rate. i.e.,

(w L) - 0 as R--

For comparing theory with experiment, we take the interface width W to be the value of w
for x : 0.1, i.e.. the distance over which the reduced composition C* varies from 0.1 to 0.9

0.9). Equation (3-8) has been used to calculate W as a function of carrier-gas flow rate Q
for 1. = 4 and 16 cm. Vg= I o s. and D=0.4 cm2 i s, the diffusivity of SF 6 in He at atmos-

pheric pressure. The calculated curves are plotted in Figure 3-3, which also shows the "measured"
interface Aidths that were determined from the time intervals required for the SF 6 concentration
measured at the susceptor to increase from 10 to 90 percent of the inlet concentration. As
expected. W decreases with increasing Q and decreasing L. The dependence of "measured" W on

Q and . is consistent with the model even though the convective contribution to the dispersion
..as neglected.

Equation (3-8) has been used to calculate the dependence of W on Q for GaAs, AIGaAs
heterostructures grown in a vertical stagnation flow reactor 10 cm in diameter operating at a
reduced pressure of 0. 1 atm. For L = 16 cm, Vg 10 A/"s, and values of D between 0.2 and
4 cm 2 s (a range that includes the diffusivities of trimethylgallium and trimethylaluminum in

hdrogen), interface widths on the order of a few monolayers are predicted for values of Q
about 6 slpm, as shown in Figure 3-4.

-4 C.A. Wang
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4. MICROELECTRONICS

4.1 LASER-DIRECT-WRITTEN TUNGSTEN MICROSTRIP LINES FOR GaAs
MONOLITHIC MICROWAVE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TRIMMING

Inadequate processing control can cause variations in device and circuit parameters which
degrade performance of a GaAs monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC). In most
instances the performance of an MMIC can be improved by circuit trimming after fabrication. In
this report we demonstrate a new tuning technique using laser-direct-written W lines which pro-
vides fast. versatile, and damage-free tuning of GaAs MMICs without the incorporation of any
prefabricated special tuning structures.

Laser-direct-written Si and W lines already have been used in Si integrated circuits to cus-
tomize commercial CMOS gate arrays.' The specific reaction chosen for the present application
is based on pyrolytic tungsten deposition from tungsten hexafluoride, initiated with 488-nm-wave-
length light from an argon-ion laser. 2 Thermal-bias experiments indicate that the initiation
temperature is approximately 200'C, suggesting that the trimming process will not disturb active
circuit components.

The Ti-Au (2 pm Au on 70 nm Ti) microstrip lines were defined on a 125-pm-thick semi-
insulating GaAs substrate by photoresist lift-off, and a layer of -- lim-thick polyimide was
patterned so that only the Ti-Au metallization was uncovered. The polyimide was cured at 300'C
after patterning. The W lines then were written on the polyimide and connected to the Ti-Au. In
Figure 4-1(a). a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) shows the connection of a laser-written W
microstrip line to the Ti-Au metallization. Figure 4-1(b) shows that the W film conforms to an
etched step in a GaAs substrate. Therefore, this direct-writing technique can be applied to a

"* GaAs chip having nonplanar features, such as mesas and capacitors with thick dielectric layers.
The minimum linewidth achievable by this laser-writing process is 2 p4m, and the sample stage
can be controlled to a position accuracy of 0.1 tIm. The scanning speed of laser writing is
100 pm s.

Figure 4-2 is an SEM of a W matching stub connected to a Ti-Au microstrip line. The W
metallization is 1.8-pm thick, 50-pm wide, and 1.65-mm long, which is equal to one-quarter
wavelength at 16 GHz.

Scattering parameters were measured using a network analyzer and IS211 is plotted vs fre-
quency in Figure 4-3. The resonant frequency of 15.9 GHz is very close to the design frequency

, of 16 GHz and the measured quality factor is I. Super-compact was used to extract the parame-
ters of the W lines from the measurement. The calculation indicates that at 16 GHz the loss for
the 50-11 microstrip line is 2.6 dB cm, approximately three times higher than for the 50-1l, Ti-Au
microstrip line. The higher loss can be attributed to the higher resistivity (-30 Ail-cm) of the W.
For most trimming applications this additional loss is insignificant because of the short lengths
required. A thicker W microstrip line would reduce the resistance, thus further lowering the loss.
For a microstrip line consisting of many overlapped W lines, the effective thickness can be

V
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increased easily by increasing the overlap between adjacent lines or by using multiple passes to
stack layers of laser-written W.

Our current experiments show that an open stub can be introduced with a wide range of
impedance values at any location in an existing microstrip circuit without prior provision, such
as prefabricated trimming tabs. In addition, the impedance of a selected portion of an existing
microstrip line can be changed by widening the linewidth using the W film. If metal pads for

* trimming are already on the substrate, the W lines can easily be used to connect them. The trim-
ming procedures can be accomplished on either a single die or a whole wafer, and are reversible
because the W line can be disconnected using laser-cutting techniques.

C.L. Chen W.E. Courtney
* J.G. Black D.J. Ehrlich

L.J. Mahoney R.A. Murphy
S.P. Doran
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* Figure 4-1. SEM of laser-direct- written W lines. (a) Connection of a W line to Ti-Au
metallization. (b) Wfilm conforming to an etched step on GaAs substrate.
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Figure 4-2. SEM of a W open-circuit stub connected to a Ti-Au mnicrostrip line.
Entire GaAs substrate except area of Ti-Au metallization is covered byi a pol;vimide
lover.
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Figure 4-3. Measured I S21 of circuit shown in Figure 4-2.
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4.2 SMALL-SIGNAL GAIN PERFORMANCE OF THE PERMEABLE-BASE
TRANSISTOR AT EHF

We present here the first-reported results for a permeable-base transistor (PBT) amplifier
operating in the EHF region of the frequency spectrum. PBTs having a base grating of 3200-A
periodicity and I-mm periphery were mounted into specially developed [HF circuit fixtures and
characterized over the 33- to 50-GHz frequency band using an EHF vector network analyzer.
From the de-embedded device scattering parameters, a narrowband small-signal amplifier design
was calculated and realized.

Figure 4-4 shows scattering-parameter data typical of these devices over the 39- to 47-GHz

frequency range. The nonmonotonic phase variation apparent in the measured S11 parameter in
Figure 4-4(a) can be attributed to the effects of bond-wire reactances and variations in calibration
standards. The devices generally exhibited favorable characteristics for an EHF amplifier design.
The input and output impedance levels were moderate, facilitating the design of matching net-
works. The devices demonstrated excellent unilateral properties (IS121 <-25 dB) which reduce
interaction between the load and input circuits and permit greater circuit design flexibility.

A simple narrowband amplifier, using only shunt open stubs, was designed using the mea-
sured scattering parameters for a selected device. The resulting amplifier, circuit mount is shown
in Figure 4-5. The circuit consists of input and output microstrip matching networks fabricated
on 250-tim-thick alumina substrates.

The small-signal gain performance of the amplifier, corrected for substrate and mount losses,
is shown in Figure 4-6. These circuit losses degrade amplifier gain by -i dB. Maximum gain for
the amplifier was II dB measured at 40.5 GHz for a small-signal drive input. This result repre-

,* sents the first-reported amplifier demonstration for the GaAs PBT in an EHF circuit. The ampli-
~: fier matching networks were designed from the measured scattering-parameter data at 40.5 GHz

and did not require extensive empirical tuning to achieve the described performance.

The PBT offers a number of advantages for EHF circuit design, including state-of-the-art
gain, moderate impedance levels per unit grating periphery, and a highly unilateral characteristic.
A design effort is underway currently to incorporate these devices into a multistage broadband
amplifier the 40-GHz frequency band.

R. Actis B.J. Clifton
R.W. Chick K.B. Nichols
M.A. Hollis C.O. Bozler
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Figure 4-5. PET amplifier circuit embedded in EHF mount.
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4.3 PBT SAMPLE-AND-HOLD CIRCUITS

Many applications exist for ultrahigh-speed sample-and-hold circuits in analog-to-digital
(A D) conversion of signals having bandwidths of 5 GHz and higher. Current commercially
available A D converters operate only up to about 200 MHz. The PBT is an ideal candidate for
the switching transistor in a high-speed sample-and-hold circuit because of its very fast transistor
switching speed, low on-state resistance, and minimal feedthrough in the off state. 3-5 These prop-
erties result from the unique structure of the PBT.

* A first attempt at making a sample-and-hold circuit using the PBT is shown in Figure 4-7. It
consists of a 50-11 coplanar-waveguide circuit and uses coaxial launchers on the input, output,
and signal terminals. Figure 4-8 shows the arrangement of the peripheral electronics, including
the pulser, signal to be sampled, and oscilloscope. The sampling rate provided by this instrumen-
tation is 10 MHz. and the signal to be sampled can range from 100 MHz to 5 GHz in frequency.
Figure 4-9 is a schematic showing how the input signal is sampled by the lower-frequency sam-
pling pulse giving an output signal which steps through the sine wave at the beat frequency.

Figure 4-10 shows the output waveform for an input of 2, 4, and 5 GHz. In these initial mea-
surements no effort was made to provide an impedance match at the input. This causes the out-
put signal to have lower amplitude and to be out of phase with the input. We are beginning
experiments on a new circuit that has better impedance match and lower feedthrough, the latter
as a result of reducing the resistance in the ground path.

These sample-and-hold circuits must be treated as microwave circuits because of the very
large operational bandwidths. Since the current devices are on chips with the emitter contact on
the back, they can be mounted easily in a coplanar-waveguide circuit. The coplanar-waveguide
configuration is convenient because it provides easy access to the circuit ground for the hold

N capacitor, while also providing a 50-1 waveguide to match the sampling pulse generator and the
output measuring equipment. A high-speed multiplexer could be built by placing a number of the
coplanar circuits just described, side-by-side on a ceramic, or eventually on a GaAs semi-
insulating substrate. The inputs of the coplanar circuits are common and the outputs feed separ-
ately into slower silicon-based A D circuits. By providing the switching signal from a single
source with an appropriate delay to each coplanar circuit, each sample-and-hold circuit
sequentially would sample the input signal.

C.O. Bozler W.H. McGonagle
R.H. Mathews K.B. Nichols
M.S. Dilorio M.A. Hollis
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4.4 FABRICATION OF SUBMICROMETER-SIZE STRUCTURES IN Si
USING SF 6 /0 2 REACTIVE ION ETCHING

Submicrometer structures having high aspect ratios have been etched with high rates in Si
using reactive-ion etching (RIE) in a SF 61'0 2 mixture. We have etched 320-nm-periodicity

straight-walled grooves in Si at etch rates exceeding 60 nm/min with selectivity >10:1 with
respect to Si0 2. The anisotropic RIE process for etching Si described here differs from that pre-
viously reported in that we have added 02 to SF 6 to control the anisotropy. Although others

*have found that the high degree of anisotropy needed to etch fine structures in Si with SF 6 can
be achieved by adding C- or Cl-containing gases to SF 6, undesirable polymers were formed on
the etched sidewalls and only relatively low etch rates were achieved. 6,7 In this report, we demon-
strate that a combination of 02 partial pressure, system pressure, and target bias voltage exists
which achieves a high degree of anisotropy and a high etch rate without sidewall polymerization.

The etching system has been described previously. 8 All samples were placed on the powered
electrode with a quartz plate on the electrode. Submicrometer patterns were fabricated using
X-ray lithography and lift-off of Cr; larger patterns were fabricated using conventional photoli-
thography and lift-off of Ni.

Figure 4-11 shows the Si and Si0 2 etch rates as a function of 02 concentration in the
etching system. The bias voltage, system pressure (30 mTorr), and SF 6 flow rate (5 sccm) were
held constant. The Si etch rate decreases from 500 nm/min for pure SF 6 to 60 nm/min for a
33-percent SF 6 /02 mixture. The Si0 2 etch rate is more than an order of magnitude lower than
the Si etch rate for all mixtures tested. We did not observe the increase in etch rate for small
additions of 02 which has been reported by others.9,10 We believe that the relatively low system
pressure and the 02 liberated by the etching of the quartz plate cause 02 to compete with F for
Si sites, which results in a decrease of the Si etch rate.

500 - 300 mTorr

E - 600 V E

4 0 0  2002V E

(j U

2w3 0 0  - 20

Li I 1 01000
C0 0

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

.2 CONCENTRATION (Percent)

Figure 4-Il. Eth rates of Si and SiO2 as a junction of 0, concentration
in ei'hing svstern. System pressure and dc bias volages are indicated.
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The effect of 02 concentration on the etching profile is demonstrated by Figure 4-12. For
concentrations of 02 ranging from 0 to 15 percent, nearly isotropic profiles are observed. For
higher concentrations, the profiles become more anisotropic. Figure 4-13 shows the anisotropic
etching of 100-nm-wide lines (320-nm periodicity) which have been etched to a depth of 500 nm
in Si with little or no undercutting. In this experiment, an 02 concentration of 33 percent was
used with a bias voltage of 300 V. We believe that this relatively high 02 concentration, at this
system pressure and bias voltage, results in reduced Si etch rates of the sidewall because of sur-
face oxidation, and provides a high degree of anisotropy.

We have succeeded in etching submicrometer-size features in Si by adding 02 to SF 6 in an
RIE mode. High etch rates of 60 nm/min, aspect ratios >6:1, and high selectivity to SiO 2 have
been achieved without detrimental sidewall polymerization. This represents a useful process for
etching VLSI patterns in Si on Si0 2.

A.R. Forte
D.D. Rathman
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Figure 4-13. SEM of a grating with 100-nm lines
and 220-nm spaces etched in Si.
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5. ANALOG DEVICE TECHNOLOGY

5.1 INCREMENTAL WRITING IN MNOS CAPACITORS

The associative memory proposed by Sage et al.1 relies on the storage of analog information
in reprogrammable nonvolatile memory elements, in particular metal-nitride-oxide-silicon
(MNOS) devices. We now have demonstrated a technique for incremental writing which would
allow the analog data in each memory site to be updated without executing a complete erase-
write cycle.

Our test structures are the simple dual-dielectric (600 A Si 3N4 , 25 A SiO2) capacitors de-
scribed by Withers et al.2 and fabricated in p-type Si. Under normal operation the device is first
erased to a known state (fiatband voltage VFB - -5.5 V) by the application of a large negative
pulse (35 V) to the gate. For writing, a large (-40 V) positive bias is applied which depletes the
Si under the gate. In the absence of signal input, represented by electrons in an inversion layer,
almost all the gate bias is dropped across this depletion region and the electric field in the oxide
is low. When a known signal-charge packet is injected (in our case, photogenerated electrons), the
depletion region collapses somewhat and the field across the oxide increases in near proportion
to the number of charges injected. Tunneling of the signal charge to traps in the nitride occurs
when the oxide field is greater than a threshold value. Correspondingly, nearly independently of
gate bias, a minimum number of electrons (the "fat zero") must be present for tunneling to take
place. Thus, there will be charge storage in the nitride and the accompanying shift in the flatband
voltage only when the injected charge packet is greater than this fat zero. Furthermore, the tun-
neling process stops when all but the fat-zero charge has tunneled. Over a wide range, the
flatband-voltage shift essentially is proportional to the input charge packet, as demonstrated by

- Withers et al.2 For most analog applications one can operate in the linear range and compensate
Is'. for the fat zero by providing bias charge.

For associative-memory applications it is desirable to be able to accumulate successive inde-
pendent analog data samples. This incremental writing requires that an input charge packet be
added to the previously stored packets within the silicon nitride. Under these conditions, the
effect of the fat zero is important and has to be taken into account.

Our experiments were designed to help us gain a better understanding of the incremental
writing process. Figure 5-1 shows the results of our experiments. The leftmost curve is obtained
by operating a test capacitor as described in Reference 2. In order to reach a known erased state,
we cycle the device by erasing (with a -35-V, 600-ms pulse), then writing to saturation (with a
+35-V, 600-ms pulse and a large injected charge packet), and again erasing. The result of this
erase sequence is a state in which the minority carriers (electrons) have backtunneled from the
nitride to the silicon while some majority carriers (holes) have tunneled and are trapped in the
nitride, producing a distribution of the two carriers in the nitride which is independent of pre-
viously stored information. Once the device is thus erased, we write the signal-charge packet. The
resulting flatband-voltage shift is plotted as a function of the signal-packet size in Figure 5-1
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Figure 5- 1. Flatband-voltage shift A VFS plotted as a function of signal-charge packet.
Leftmost curve is obtained when device is erased to a known state and written with a signal-
charge packet QIA' QI8. QIC. QID. QIE. and QFP Remaining curves result ftom incremen-
tal writing and show flatband-voltage shift plotted as a function of second charge packet.
Q2A' Q28 ' Q2c' Q2D' Q2E, and Q2F' plotted on displaced abscissas with origins at corres-
ponding first-packet size.
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(leftmost curve). From the plot we see that there is a minimum charge packet required before
any shift is produced (fat zero), followed by a linear region, and eventually a saturation region.

The remaining curves in Figure 5-1 are the result of incremental writing. The incremental-
writing sequence consists of the erase cycle just described, followed by the two write operations
during which two independent charge packets are injected. Between the write operations, the gate
is pulsed sufficiently negative to accumulate the Si surface and remove any inversion-layer elec-
trons (e.g., the fat-zero charge), but not strongly enough to cause any tunneling. The curves show
the flatband-voltage shift plotted as a function of the second charge packet when the first one is
kept at the constant values QIA, QIB, QIC, QID, QIE, or QIF. For example, curve C is obtained
by erasing the device and writing with a first packet of size QIC. A second write then is per-
formed with a charge packet of variable size Q2C indicated on the displaced axis Q2C. The mea-
surement is repeated with a range of Q2c values to map out the curve C. The curves A, B, C, D,
E, and F (corresponding to different first-packet sizes) are parallel to each other and get closer
together until eventually they overlap (for initial charge >QIc). The horizontal displacement of
these curves from the first-write (leftmost) curve is the fat zero associated with the second write.
Corresponding to the converging displacement, the fat zero AQ of the second writing operation
increases with the first-packet size Q, until it reaches a constant value as shown in Figure 5-2.

* This result is also valid for subsequent multiple-writing operations. In general, we see that
incremental writing is possible and can be controlled; by adding the fat zero corresponding to the
initial state, the result of successive writing operations follows closely the original VFB vs Q
curve.

A.L. Lattes

:I

'0 0

SI I I I I I

01A Q1B Qc Q1D QIE Q1F

0 Q (Arbitrary Units)

Figure 5-2. Fat zero IQ of second writing operation as a function of first
Vignal-charge packet. Fat zeros represent displacement of second-write curves
in Figure 5-1 .frotn first-write curves.
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5.2 LASER PHOTOCHEMICAL PROCESSING OF Cr-Cr2 0 3 FILMS FOR
AMPLITUDE COMPENSATION OF SURFACE-ACOUSTIC-WAVE DEVICES

A previous attempt 3 to use laser-direct-write techniques to modify the surface-acoustic-wave
(SAW) attenuation of films dc-sputtered from Cr-Cr 20 3 (cermet) targets failed to produce observ-
able effects. However, an improved reaction cell and vacuum system, as well as the ability to
more precisely meter gas flow, have provided for a system whereby cermet properties can be pre-
dictably and favorably altered.

Laser-direct-write processing of SAW-attenuating films is evaluated using delay lines fabri-
cated on YZ-LiNbO 3. A strip "50 Xc wide, where Ac is the midband acoustic wavelength, is de-
posited between transducer pairs. Cermet resistivity, hence attenuation, is successfully modified by
raster scanning the focused argon-laser beam across the surface in the presence of selected gases
at total pressures ranging from below I to over 600 Torr.

A typical "as-deposited" film is characterized by a dc sheet resistance of 2 Mfl/D--, producing
an attenuation of 0.36 dB/, and a phase change of 0.81/X. When exposed to focused 488-nm
laser radiation in a low-pressure ambient of 02, the film is rendered highly resistive, with the
measured dc resistivity increasing by several orders of magnitude. As is characteristic of insulat-
ing films, the modified cermet provides essentially no attenuation or phase change to SAWs.

The measured dc sheet resistance for a film processed at several 02 pressure levels is plotted
in Figure 5-3. This measurement was obtained, at each selected pressure level, by laser processing
a 50-pm strip outside the acoustic-beam path, as diagrammed in the insert.

Scanning electron micrographs of the laser-modified cermet show no morphological change
to the surface. Auger analysis revealed no measurable compositional differences throughout the
thickness of the film. Cermet films processed in Cl 2 ambient, which exhibited the same decreases
in attenuation, showed residual Cl only at the very surface.

Additionally, cermet films similarly processed in a vacuum (<6 X 10-2 Torr) or an Ar envi-
ronment became more electrically conductive. The modified film provided a phase change of

approximately 90'A, accompanied by a small decrease in acoustic attenuation. A more thorough
characterization of this process is scheduled. If the correct cermet thickness and processing tech-
niques are developed, they would provide complete phase and amplitude compensation by a
single cermet film processed alternately in Ar or 02.

Figure 5-4 shows calculated 4 acoustic attenuation and phase change expected from a resistive
film on YZ-LiNbO 3 as a function of the ac sheet resistivity. Indicated are the "as-deposited"
cermet dc resistance value of 2 Mfl/- and the post-processing value of 400 Mfl/i. Favorable

,-r. comparison between measured and calculated acoustic response characteristics indicate that the
effective sheet resistance of the film at 150 MHz is similar to the measured dc sheet resistance.
'The resistivity value shown for the film processed in a vacuum was not measured but instead was
estimated from the measured acoustic characteristics of the film.
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Figure 5-4. Calculated attenuation and phase shift of a SAW as a function of
* RF resistivity of a massless thin film deposited on YZ-LiNbO3 and measured
. properties of cermet films. Dc resistance of Film I is indicated; of Film 2 is

inferred from acoustic properties.

An indication of the stability of the processed cermet is provided by its resistance to change
with additional processing by the laser. Films initially modified in 02 or a vacuum showed no
apparent change when an attempt was made to reconvert these films in a vacuum or 02, respec-

,, tively. Localized heating to 2000 C of the LiNbO 3 surface by the irradiated film is estimated.

In summary, a laser photochemical process has been developed which reproducibly trans-
forms conductive (2 Mfl/D) and highly acoustically attenuating (0.4 dB/wavelength) cermet films
to insulating (>100 Mfl/-]) and nonattenuating (0.01 dB/X) films. The process is being applied
for in situ amplitude trimming of SAW dispersive delay lines.

V.S. Dolat
J.H.C. Sedlacek
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5.3 LOW-PHASE-NOISE OSCILLATORS STABILIZED BY BULK-
ACOUSTIC-WAVE HOLOGRAPHIC-GRATING RESONATORS

The resonator is the limiting factor in the design of low-phase-noise oscillators operating at
frequencies between I and 10 GHz. Today, a standard method of producing such frequencies is
to multiply the output of a low-frequency quartz-crystal oscillator whose fundamental frequency
is between 10 and 100 MHz (Reference 5); however, the multiplication process introduces sub-
stantial additional phase noise. Furthermore, in quartz the bulk-acoustic-wave (BAW) propaga-
tion loss increases at higher frequencies so that the Q of the resonator is too small to provide
good performance at high fundamental frequencies.

SAW technology6 has been very successful at frequencies up to 1 GHz, but a combination of

intrinsic propagation loss, surface-degradation effects, and fabrication difficulties make operation
of SAW devices at frequencies much above I GHz difficult. Composite BAW resonators7 employ
thin piezoelectric films deposited on thick films or membranes of nonpiezoelectric material, but to
date the reported Qs have been limited to a few thousand. Also under development are the high-
overtone bulk-acoustic resonators (HBARs) 8 which use a piezoelectric film deposited on a sub-
strate that is many wavelengths thick and has high acoustic Q. Quality factors of 30,000 have
been reported and 105 potentially could be reached. A nonacoustic approach, the ceramic
dielectric-resonator oscillator (DRO), 9 is quite promising at frequencies above 10 GHz, but to
date only a limited amount of data has been published for operation between I and 10 GHz.
Although these methods are under development, there is no well-established technology for pro-
ducing small, high-performance, and relatively inexpensive frequency sources in the microwave
region.

The use of holographic gratings to construct BAW resonators, the principles of operation,
and possible Q values have been discussed in earlier reports.10 To demonstrate the actual opera-
tion of these resonators and to measure the phase-noise performance, we have assembled bread-
board oscillators using the circuit shown in Figure 5-5. The circuit oscillates at the frequency
where the feedback-loop gain is >1 and the phase shift is 3600. The bandpass filter is needed
because, at frequencies far from the transducer resonance, the reflection coefficient from the
transducer becomes large enough to cause stability problems.

Phase noise is the figure of merit used to characterize the short-term stability of an oscilla-
tor.1I To measure the phase noise, two identical oscillators were built with matched BAW resona-
tors. The oscillators were phase-locked in quadrature and the outputs mixed, lowpass filtered,
amplified, and measured in a spectrum analyzer. Preliminary results for the phase-noise perfor-mance are shown in Figure 5-6. For comparison, the performance of a typical SAW oscillator is

shown with the results which have been reported for HBAR devices. The BAW reflection-grating
oscillator already has achieved very respectable performance.

Also shown in Figure 5-6 is a calculated curve which results from a simplified model for the
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GFkT f f2

'(f) = 10 log [ ( + (5-1)
1PC 4Q2f2)]

where 'J'(f) is in dBc: Hz, PC is the oscillator power, G the loop gain, F the amplifier-noise
figure, f the offset frequency. Q the resonator quality factor, and fo the oscillator fundamental
frequency. Flicker noise was ignored.

Equation (5-1) is plotted in Figure 5-6 for a G of 47 dB, F of 4 dB, Pc of 17 dBm. and Q of
1.2 X 104 to gain some insight into our measurements, which, as is evident, agree well with the
simplified expression. The 47-dB gain is needed to overcome a device insertion loss of 27 dB,
hybrid loss of 7 dB, filter loss of 5 dB, and phase-shifter loss of 5 dB. Note that there are no
free parameters. This agreement is quite encouraging because Equation (5-1) contains several
parameters which can be improved significantly to yield even lower phase noise. For example, Q
can be raised by a factor between 3 and 10, device insertion loss can be lowered about 10 dB,
improved loop componentc (such as phase shifters and hybrids) can be used to save another 10
dB of loop gain, and oscillator power can be increased by as much as 10 dB. The dot-dash line
in Figure 5-6 is plotted for a G of 27 dB, F of 4 dB, PC of 27 dBm, and Q of 3 X 104.

PHASE
SHIFTER

MEASUREMENT

CLOSED FOR OSCILLATION OUTPUT

BANDPASS AMPLIFIER Aff)
HYBRIDOILE

' " ' GRATING

N
U

Figure 5-5. Schematic of circuit to demonstrate BA W-resonator-stabilized
oscillator. Configuration used to measure open-loop response is indicated.
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Figure 5-6. Results of preliminary measurements of phase noise in BA W-resonator-stabilized oscil-
lators. Shown is noise in a typical SA W oscillator multiplied to I-GH: operation and noise for
HBA R devices. Also shown is a theoretical curve which ignores flicker-noise contributions from
either circuit or device, obtained by using Equation (5-1) with G = 47 dB, F =4 dB, P, = 17 dBm, and
Q = 1.2 X 104. Agreement between theory and experiment is excellent. Bottom curve shows pro-
jected noise with improvements discussed in text, using Equation (5-1) with G = 27 dB, F = 4 dB
P = 27 dBm, and Q = 3 X 104.

Equation (5-1) is useful because it contains an analytic expression in which one easily can
see the influence of the various parameters on the resulting phase noise. It is useful also, how-
ever, to develop a more detailed model so that performance can be calculated more exactly. We
have done this by extending the standard model of a feedback oscillator as presented in Refer-
ence I I to include the details of the measured open-loop response as shown in Figures 5-5 and
5-7. Oscillator output is considered amplified thermal noise which is fed back through the acous-
tic resonator. The calculation predicts an output power spectral density

* '~ FGkT
P(f) = (5-2)

1+-A 2 - 2A cos c0

where A(f)eJ(f) is the measured open-loop frequency response, as defined in Figure 5-5.

The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 5-8 and compared with phase-noise
measurements for a pair of oscillators for which detailed measurements of the loop response have
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Figure 5- 7. Standard feedback-oscillator model used to calculate phase noise. To measure
open-loop ftequencY response Ae10, loop is broken as shown in Figure 5-5 and a test signal
injected.
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Figure 5-8. Results of model calculations of phase noise compared with measure-
~ tuentsv. using mnodel of Figure 5-7 and measured open-loop response. Agreement is

within measurement accuracy1 of ±4 d&c Hz-.
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been made. This pair of oscillators is different from that which yielded the results shown in Fig-
ure 5-6. although the responses were generally the same. Agreement is excellent and easily within
the measurement accuracy, which we have estimated to be about ±4 dBc H7. The details of the
curve reflect the actual response of the resonators. The local maximum at -300-kHz offset results
from the bulk-wave-transducer reflection coefficient.

All the experimental results to date, for reasons of expediency, have been obtained with
operation between I and 1.5 GHz. Extension to higher frequencies is possible.1 ° The fundamental
processes of hologram formation support very high resolution and do not limit the frequency of
operation in any way. The largest impediment to operation at higher frequencies is the BAW
transducer. We plan to demonstrate higher-frequency operation using deposited ZnO thin-film
transducers.

We ha\e presented experimental results for an important new technology of BAW devices
operating at frequencies above I GHz, demonstrating a prototype resonator with performance
comparable to the present state-of-the-art SAW and BAW devices. V\e have developed a model
\hich accurately predicts performance and also have discussed methods by which considerable
improvement in phase-noise performance can be achieved. Operating frequencies as high as
10) (iH should be realizable.

D.E. Oates
J.Y. Pan
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